
GOLD RUSH ESSAYS FOR 4TH GRADERS

Gold fever is greed and excitement caused by a gold rush. Who were the forty- niners? People who came to California
in to search for gold. Name tow tools.

There are many significant environmental and or physical geographic factors that contribute to the
development of early human society in Mesopotamia. Ever since the California Gold Rush , enormous
Chinese went to California for gold digging. The Gold Rush was a rapid movement of people to a newly
discovered Goldfield. The ultimate goal for people emigrating to the west was to be successful and obtaining a
better life. Excited by this discovery, Marshall ran back to the mill, and began to conduct various tests to see if
the gold was real. Marshall went back to his station and hammered the nuggets changing its shape but not
breaking it, he found gold. This huge worldwide flock of people became known as The California Gold Rush
of  Consequently, Americans flocked to the West Coast to claim a piece of the prize for their own. Becoming
Anxious he then went to go check it out, he found five shiny nuggets. The impact of the gold rush, however,
struck much deeper than soil of the Sierra Mountains. The descriptions that were used to describe the
excitement that the discovery of gold created could also be just as easily applied to the ways it affected the
peoples mentality. A popular term that was used during the California Gold Rush that refer to the immigrants
that traveled to the west. But later, the gold was less and less, the white men began to hate Chinese labors.
Many of the people achieved success by raising families, creating profitable farms, or becoming rich. Sutter
uncovered gold in California in , starting the Gold Rush. Then and now are not so different, people are
thriving or failing from the land of plenty, supplying themselves with knowledge, wealth, or skill to either
spread their wings and take flight or crash and burn. S History. Most times if a woman were to try to get a job
or even participate in an activity, they would hide their true identities and pretend to be men. After that, more
and more Chinese immigrated to the U. In any case, that all changed when on January 24, ; woodworker and
little time sawmill administrator James W. Gold was found in the capital of California today Sacramento also
called the Sacramento Valley in early to around  Stanford moved to California during the Gold Rush after
loosing the law library his father got for him. He spotted some flecks of shiny pebbles.


